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August 22, 2022 
 
Pasadena Design Commission 
RE: 86 S. Fair Oaks Avenue Concept Design Review – August 23, 2022 
 
Dear Design Commissioners: 
 
On behalf of the Castle Green Homeowners Association, as an additional letter in opposition to the 
Concept Design approval for 86 S. Fair oaks Avenue, I am submitting this letter on behalf of the HOA 
with a range of issues that apply to the project to be presented to the Design Commission for Concept 
Approval on August 23, 2022. It is important as well to review the previously submitted letter dated May 
23, 2022 (authored by myself on behalf of the HOA), as it is still relevant to this review, as the project 
now before you is essentially unchanged and unresponsive to Design Commissioner concerns 
expressed at their May 24, 2022 Concept Review. 
 
 
Concerns Raised at the May 24, 2022, Design Commission Review 
 
There are many issues and areas of concern that various Design Commissioners brought up and 
weighed in on, yet most are omitted from the August 23, 2022, Staff Report. Castle Green did meet with 
G&K’s representatives per the Commission’s recommendation, but after being able to coordinate only 
one meeting between G&K & Castle Green, it seems both G&K and staff is trying to cherry pick from 
the broad range of concerns raised by the Design Commission to focus on the narrowest aspects of the 
inadequate courtyard and ramifications of the driveway as proposed. This conclusion is reinforced after 
reading the selective facts in the Aug. 23, 2022, Staff Report. More on that later in this letter. 
 
As presented, the projects myriad concerns and shortcomings raised by Commissioners (and the 
public) widely contribute to many concerns about and beyond the driveway and courtyard. And as we 
have noted previously, both the internal courtyard design and the driveway’s design and placement 
contradict the 1903 Concept that G&K claims to be “completing.” 
  
Here are the many topics of concern that were raised and discussed by Commissioners – some being 
broad and others specifically detailed – that by-and-large are left out of the August 23, 2022, Staff 
Report: 
 

1. The project is a detached stand-alone building, not the 1903 Concept of a new connected 
wing completing a U-shaped singular and unified structure around a large centralized open 
space. Yet to everyone’s surprise, one Commissioner actually stated, “…it is U-shaped… in a 
2022 respectful manner.” 

2. The unsuccessful Garden Courtyard is mostly hidden and not designed as intended as an 
open landscaped space with connection to the original buildings, the public and Central Park as 
part of the project. Surprisingly, the Castle Green carports came into specific discussion for 
demolition to somehow ‘rescue’ G&K and create a better ‘garden’ space. However, no one 
opined just how this was intended to be accomplished, nor if it was appropriate.  

3. The exposed driveway taking away necessary open space was a strong concern, with 
requests to study its relocation, moving it “into” the building to facilitate a stronger and 
necessary garden connection to Dayton & Central Park. Several Commissioners thought the 
project’s “L” shape compounded the driveway’s imposition on open space.  

4. There were many comments questioning the appropriateness of the historic-referencing 
design. Is it new or not, a “…historicist’s sort of follies” regarding the design – specifically 
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about the 90-foot-tall south tower and the 84-foot tall intermediate ‘protrusion’, and that the 
“…tower [is] not right,” and that there is no [approx. 33-foot] setback at Dayton to align with 
Castle Green if it is to be consistent with the 1903 Concept. Commissioners stated, “I don’t 
think they’re quite there”, and that the project hasn’t “struck the right balance.” Most 
importantly omitted from the Staff Report were Commissioner comments that they “…expects a 
higher degree of rigor and design quality to get to that [balance], …especially at this 
site,” and the project possibly “…runs afoul of the historic preservation guidelines,” in 
reference to the required application of the Secretary of Interior Standards. 

5. One supportive commissioner acknowledged “…all the concerns about massing, but it strikes a 
balance,” with no one concurring, and also noting that the overbearing 90-foot south “…tower is 
‘gateway’ that stands out.”  

6. “Rear” established elevations of existing Green Hotel Apartments/Castle Green are, “…a very 
important view as well,” alluding to them not as secondary, (and it was noted in public comment 
that previous Design Commissions requested that these facades be considered as “Primary”). 
Sadly, one Commissioner tried to make case that the “Back of House” rear elevations are 
merely secondary and should receive no protections. [This harkens back to early battles to 
retain Old Pasadena’s character and recognize the original rear-alley facades as significant, 
when some wanted to alter them and the alleyways.] 

7. Commissioners noted that a Master Plan for the block might be needed first, especially as it 
relates to the garden, and should be worked out with the Castle Green to determine what is the 
appropriate project. [Of course, a full EIR would require Alternatives to be studied, but not under 
this SCEA project.] 

8. Code Compliance and complaints about G&K were brought up as was a reasonable 
assurance that G&K will perform, but it was then stated that G&K’s record is outside the DC’s 
purview. 

9. One Commissioner noted that the increased number of units (from 64 units to 87 units) are 
because of a density bonus, and questioned if this density bonus actually creates a brand-new 
project [from the failed 64-unit EIR project]? 

10. The 90-foot-tall Tower element was questioned regarding height and location, wondering if it 
should be moved from the corner and better align with the Castle Green as called for in the 
1903 Concept. 

 
 
Other BIG IDEAS touched on by Design Commission and the Public. 
 
Compatible heights are an issue – are heights of new building compatible if the closely replicate 
what’s adjacent? If so, are they not compatible for this low-rise district where every single contemporary 
structure built since Old Pasadena’s inception in the early 1980s has been limited to 40 feet maximum? 
This falls into the concerns about the historic-referencing design and the large south tower, and if the 
project meets the SOIS. 
 
While Commissioner comments seemed resigned to SCEA, and one noted that it is now “Water 
under the bridge” and that this project might be the only way to “pencil out” the parcel.  And there were 
concerns for areas not within the SCEA review. [Again, it is important to point out that SCEA provides 
no financial analyses and no Alternatives, so the DC isn’t able to evaluate whether it’s the only 
project that could ‘pencil out.’ Especially considering the 2015 project G&K sought for approval that was 
30% smaller but with similar concerns and flaws.] 
 
Transit or Preservation: Is this a Transit-oriented housing project instead of a historic 
preservation/housing project and are the needs of a historic preservation district met? 
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Commissioners and the public noted SCEA’s diminished environmental review and lack of any 
preservation language may not be appropriate for this site/block/district. {SCEA was a choice made by 
staff, not a requirement in any way.] 
 
Only one Commissioner spoke in clear support of this stand-alone project, surprisingly noting that 
the unconnected stand-alone project “…reads like a U-shaped building”, and further noted that a U-
shaped singular complex as envisioned in the 1903 Concept was “irrelevant.” No Commissioners spoke 
in support of these statements, and they certainly contradict G&K statement they are “completing” the 
1903 Concept. And in addressing Commissioner’s differentiation concerns, this singular Commissioner 
noted that past non-related projects with a “legacy of poor differentiations” as a justification of support 
for the project as designed, but certainly this is not within the DC’s criteria of review, nor could this 
finding be justified. 
 
 
July 2022 Meeting with G&K’s Team 
 
While attempting to set a reasonable timeline of two or three meetings, delays arose on both sides 
initially. Eventually both sides met once in July 2022. It was clear that G&K representatives wanted only 
to look at the narrowest interpretation of the Design Commission’s concerns by ignoring their full range 
of concerns (as noted previously) and focusing solely on the driveway placement and augmenting their 
open space with the Castle Green, as if these topics exist in a vacuum independent of the project’s 
overall impacts. In this meeting, Castle Green not only relayed all of the DC’s concerns but went further 
to clarify how the range of concerns relate in varying degrees to the overall concerns of the driveway 
impacts, and the courtyard’s shortcomings.  
 
However, it is unfortunate that no follow-up meeting(s) were possible, primarily because G&K’s team by 
and large had scheduled vacation leaves within the expected window of review, and their insistence on 
an unreasonably narrow scope of topics, thereby failing to acknowledge the range of Design 
Commission concerns in the initial meeting. 
 
Here’s is where things stand, after failure of G&K to propose any meaningful changes since the May 
24th review and their selectively few and minimal changes to be reviewed: 
 

1. G&K has failed to improve or expand their internalized Courtyard. While Castle Green noted 
that it appears G&K is relying on CG to open its grounds, CG made clear that before this could 
be considered that G&K make real and meaningful progress first, and then propose a way to 
equitably integrate portion(s) of Castle Green’s open space. 

2. The project Courtyard remains the same. It is actually slightly less area than the existing GHA 
“recreation space” but with a reduced-size pool (yes, there’s one hot tub) and retains the narrow 
pathway access from Dayton Street, relying on the paved driveway area as the visual 
connection to Dayton Street and Central Park. All this despite the addition of the project’s 84-
units with 100-or-so occupants. How can G&K expect this inaction to possibly lead to an 
agreement with the Castle Green? 

3. The incompatible heights block out the historic buildings from a vast amount of Old Pasadena 
and West Pasadena residents and visitors – historic views longstanding and memorialized for a 
hundred years, and often noted in postcards – and relegates the National Register-protected 
Hotel Green structures to secondary status to this dominating and overwrought stand-alone 
project. Similar/compatible height measurements are not what the SOIS support because it 
overpowers, blocks, and dominates the historic structures. The project will cast hours-long 
afternoon-evening shadows, blocking sunlight, and reducing the daily breezes forcing more 
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energy consumption as well as destroying long-standing views (to and from) and limiting those 
that remain. The DC is correct in questioning the project and its conflicting ‘historical’ design, the 
south tower, the lack of setbacks and the internalized courtyard. 

4. The East Elevation continues to completely dominate the existing (approx. 120-year) 
established and primary interior-facing facades of the historic Hotel Green buildings. Any 
elementary study of compatibility will show the project fails to respect the historic structures 
‘simplistic’ architectural treatment of the courtyard facades. The excessive heights, punctuated 
stair towers, the overbearing base, and the solid, bold, and repetitive balcony forms are 
incompatible design elements that overpower the existing buildings and the undersized private 
courtyard. Simple flaws like the inconsistent 6th floor belt course remain. 

5. Why is this east facing courtyard facade as equally detailed as its west façade? Because this is 
nothing more than a stand-alone building, masquerading as the 1903 Concept. All these 
conditions as designed reinforce its stand-alone, separate, and dominant posture overpowering 
this courtyard and historic block, completely incompatible with the simplified historic facade 
designs it faces. The overpowering base floor treatment continued from the west elevation is 
overpowering, and the upper floor’s arguably Italianate design and 6th floor belt course doesn’t 
fit on this block nor in Old Pasadena (it’s likely a better fit in our Civic Center). 

 
Of the few minor changes made for this August 23rd hearing, is a more worked out but unsuccessful 
result of a revised ADA curb/ramp design at Dayton St. and Fair Oaks. It is essential to understand that 
while this redesign may meet aspects of required codes, it essentially pushes the sidewalk further out 
into the unsignaized intersection, requiring mobility-challenged uses to enter the roadway at a 45-
degree angle, yet no other physical improvements of safety measure come with this revision.  
 
The domineering Zero Dayton Setback forces questionable solutions such as this ramp and exemplifies 
why the 1903 Concept had a large setback (similar to the Castle Green) for this corner. This goes to the 
heart of concern that this project has unacknowledged impacts and as designed is just not right. 
 
All of the above contribute to why we’re once again here at a standstill with G&K’s project. 
 
 
Staff Report Concerns Again 
 
Once again, the Staff Report repeats the 2017 Design Commissioner concerns about the project but 
fails to note all of the additional concerns expressed in the subsequent meetings over the last five years 
and fails to note the exhaustive concerns Commissioners brought up in this year’s May 24th Conceptual 
review. 
 
And sadly, again staff asks for DC support of the overpowering and inelegant heights of this project and 
by using the magic of Height Averaging, justifying the factual/actual heights of the Fair Oaks Ave. 
façade that in layman’s terms averages a whopping 81 feet high: two sections at 75 feet, the mid-
protrusion at 84 feet high, and the much-maligned south Tower at 90 feet high. Completely 
contradicting the 1903 Concept that G&K claims to be “completing,” the project literally “towers’ over 
Dayton Street and Central Park. 
 
And Staff once again states that the project complies with the General Plan, the Central District Specific 
Plan (which includes the Old Pasadena sub-district), and the Secretary of Interior’s Standards (SOIS) 
for Rehabilitation, despite Commissioners concerns and no meaningful progress on the project’s 
design. It is critical to once again point out that this project flies in the face of the long-standing 
emphasis of Old Pasadena Historic District as a low-rise district. That two or three tall buildings were 
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built in the 1900-1920s in the district absolutely does NOT justify an 81-foot-tall averaged height 
building on this parcel nor in this district. 
 
Old Pasadena District’s low-rise emphasis has always been a crucial limit for every single 
contemporary building built in the adjacent blocks. None, over the districts 40+ years of existence 
exceed (40) feet (including the pioneering Schoolhouse Parking Structure). I know because the Castle 
Green and myself as an architect individually or on city commissions have been involved with review of 
most all of these projects to ensure they are respectful of the SOIS and not exceed the low-rise 
district’s critical height limits. 
 
In the mid-nineties I told Planning Director Bill Reynolds and his staff that designating this parcel’s 
height and FAR (within the National Register Hotel Green block) any differently than the immediately 
adjacent block would not only be inappropriate but would contradict the OPMD Guidelines and would 
challenge the historic hotel structures and the SOIS. And throughout all of these project’s reviews there 
was NEVER any reference to the long-forgotten 1903 Concept or any attempt at replication (which this 
project does not do). 
 
This is where we stand once again with another G&K assault on historic preservation, on the Hotel 
Green nomination and the Old Pasadena Historic District. 
 
Staff notes in the Overview that “surrounding properties include three- to-seven story buildings, 
including the seven story Castle Green and the six-story Green Hotel Apartments.” Staff also notes the 
project as a six-story building. Let’s look at these misleading statements: 

1. “Surrounding properties.” Surrounding the historic block, there are NO buildings over 40 feet. 
NONE. Only the Castle Green/GHA are both 6 floors. Per building code and State historic 
Building Code Board, the Castle Green is six-stories, with a legal penthouse that’s less than 
30% of the rooftop floor area (by code definition, not a floor but a mezzanine). By casting CG as 
seven stories, staff misleads the public to think that the project is a full floor less. 

2. Staff claims the project is six-stories plus mezzanine, yet there are two mezzanines: a standard 
mezzanine above the ground floor and a second mezzanine within the 84-foot protrusion and 
the 91-foot tower. Nowhere does the staff report note two mezzanines. In fact, in the Site 
Design description, staff misleads again by noting “…the five floors above” the ground floor 
contain units, omitting that the 2nd “mezzanine” above the 6th floor also contains residences. 
Compounding this are the G&K drawings, noting in the Project Area Overview a single 
mezzanine between the 1st & 2nd floors, and omitting any mention or square footage of the 
upper mezzanine floor. The DC is wise enough to see this folly, but perhaps again staff can 
mislead the public to think height is not an issue. 

 
Staff goes on to describe the project as “a new six-story plus mezzanine,” which begs the question, 
“What criteria defines a new project?” Is the density bonus – the only measurable difference in this 
project - sufficient to warrant this “new” claim, eliminating all previous environmental reports and (in 
staff’s eyes) past legitimate concerns and flaws that prevented any certification of the EIR for a smaller, 
density-bonus-less 64-unit project. CG has raised this concern previously that no real goals or criteria 
sufficiently changed, as a commissioner also noted in May. We consider this a flawed rational for 
granting this project “new” status. It is our hope that the DC will require a clear answer in writing as to 
how this not just the addition of 20 or so units and how it qualifies as a “new” project, especially in light 
of recent documentation questioning the timing of designation as a new project. 
 
And somewhat of a disappointment, the proposed project courtyard as designed is roughly similar or 
less square footage as the existing open space on the parcel. Yet in the description of the existing 
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parcel, staff notes it as “currently used as surface parking lot, …with ancillary “recreation space.” 
Further conflicting information in the Site Design section reports the project includes “three levels of 
subterranean parking”, yet there are four distinct levels per the G&K drawings (See P4, Sections in the 
G&K documents).  
 
These are once again inconsistencies and troubling errors on Staff’s part, that have a consistency over 
time with staff and the project. We hope the Design Commission gets to the bottom of these continued 
misstatements and corrects the record for the public’s sake and for the protection of this National 
Register site and district. 
 
 
PROJECT FAILURE TO MEET SECRETARY OF INTERIOR STANDARDS 
 
I have refenced my previous May 23, 2022, letter on behalf of the HOA, and that its content still applies 
to this review. But I think it is of the highest concern of the HOA that this project fails to meet the 
requirements of the Secretary of Interior Standards (SOIS). For your reference, here is the May 23, 
2022, letter’s SOIS Analysis that fully applies and is of great concern for the protection and future of the 
existing historic structures, the block nomination, and the entire Old Pasadena Historic District: 
 
“Transit vs. Preservation and the Secretary of Interior Standards 
SCEA has never been implemented on such a historic parcel, block and district. SCEA criteria are all and 
only about transit aspects of its location, yet the most important related criteria is actionable with an EIR. 
While SCEA may include a one-off version Historic Report not that different from the failed 2015 EIR, SCEA 
prevents findings made outside of the 20 environmental categories (far less than an EIR), and requires no 
cultural, aesthetic or preservation criteria or performance, which seems to conflict the very Secretary of 
Interior Standards that govern this parcel, block and district. The Staff Report mentions but 2 of 10 criteria 
that in staff’s eyes the project meets. The HR finds no fault with any standards yet has contradictions about 
key points like the fact that the internal-facing facades of the existing Hotel Green buildings are treated as 
secondary but should be primary facades due to the test of time and best practices. These internal existing 
facades are clearly being overpowered by the overwrought and varied heights of the project’s east façade 
(See Figure 2.0-35, SCEA) 
 
What is telling about this is that the project fails to meet (or clouds at best) its criteria in several of the 
Secretary of Interior Standards. Meeting a couple of them does not negate the ones it does not meet: 
 

1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires 
minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment: 

 
Is the historic purpose of this property the connected third wing to make a singular U-shaped building, as the 
project claims it fulfills the 1903 Concept? With no Alternative of this actual plan, and the decades-long 
parks and recreational uses of this parcel, is that the proper use? SCEA can’t resolve this. Doesn’t a stand-
alone tower create the MAXIMAL change to the site? 

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of 
historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be 
avoided:  

Does the 1903 Concept, defunct since 1904 ‘retain’ the property’s historic character? Did the unpermitted 
removal of historic walkways in the past 2-3 decades foster this development? Shouldn’t a new 7-story 
tower, soon to be looming over the similar sized ‘recreation area’ be avoided? 
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3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes 
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or 
architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken:  

Without Alternatives or a method to analyze, SCEA no opportunity to analyze the stand-alone 7 story tower 
pretending to be the 1903 Concept. Is the distant 1903 Concept – if only on paper – a valid physical record 
of its time? Doesn’t this project “claiming” to be that concept create a false sense of history? Does the 
adding a copycat tower or stretched skinny stair towers of the original HG (See Height Averaging, 2c. above) 
create a false sense as well? 

6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the 
old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. 
Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or 
pictorial evidence: 

This perhaps only pertains to the one or two existing segments of original walkways remaining that were 
never identified as such by applicant or the historic record. Sadly, many of these walkways disappeared 
before or around the turn of this century. 

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic 
materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old 
and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect 
the historic integrity of the property and its environment: 

Differentiation is a complicated concept, evidently. With differentiation comes compatibility and 
subordination, neither of which fit this bold and brash, look-at-me (at the expense of the existing buildings) 
project. It strives to be the new gateway as a stand-alone, not as a partner with the historic Hotel Green, and 
certainly not as the missing element of the singular Hotel Green complex. We should refer to this historic 
block as the Rodney Dangerfield of Old Pasadena – It’s got no respect from this project. 

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a 
manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property 
and its environment would be unimpaired: 

Staff actual cites this #10 criteria in the staff report, stating, “if the new building were to be removed in the 
future, the context and environment of the historic resources would remain unimpaired, and they would still 
be able to convey their significance.” Is the staff already thinking of its demolition? Yes, it meets this criteria 
for sure - an unintended silver lining? Or perhaps this harkens to another contemporary Pasadena building 
that deservedly got no respect, and that its partial-demolition healed a significant wound – the Arch & 
enclosure of the Plaza Pasadena in the Civic Center. Now if we could only apply this to the former Mutual 
Savings and Courthouse buildings in the Civic Center…” 

August 23, 2022, RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The Staff Report requests the approval of the project based on the “Ten Conditions of Approval” listed 
in the staff report. Page 4-6. However, it is not clear that only TWO of the TEN conditions staff consider 
having been met, and EIGHT remain unmet. We question if the project has met the first Two of Ten 
recommendations or if the minor “refinements” made even matters, as they are woefully inadequate to 
justify moving this project forward. They are: 1) Refined articulation and detailing of the project, and 2) 
West Tower enhanced and articulated with consistency. 
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While the Applicant has made some detail refinement, the heart of the matter remains for both 
conditions: the overall design is still confusingly historic-referenced with few changes from the May 24, 
2022, DC hearing. This project, especially the south tower fails to meet the 1903 Concept and arguably 
is one of the most impactful design elements with its domination of the project and block, of Dayton 
Street and Central Park (this certainly contradicts the Old Pas. & Central District Guidelines). While the 
submitted drawings provide more ‘detail’ sketches, these refinements ignore almost all of the 
overarching DC concerns that remain un-addressed. 
 
The south Tower continues to beg the question of the overall concerns of the design approach and the 
“historicist’s sort of follies” mentioned, but more importantly that the project, “hasn’t struck the right 
balance” between respecting the 120-year historic block and differentiation. G&K’s minimal changes do 
not accomplish “a higher degree of rigor and design quality, …especially at this site” as a 
commissioner noted is necessary at the May 24th hearing. 
 
There are also Staff’s 77 Conditions in the Attachment A-C (staff omitted two that correspond to the two 
Conditions of Approval we don’t believe are met). It is essential that the Commission review the May 
23, 2022, letter to better understand the failures in these conditions, Of special note once again is 
Condition #20 that acknowledges traffic impacts yet requires no physical mitigation. Ultimately as in 
May, these conditions do not address significant concerns and will not measurably improve this project 
nor lead to support for moving it forward.  
 
We request that the Design Commission not settle for this mere “fine tuning” of what remains 
the same troubled and overbearing project. 
 
We respectfully request that the Commission require all of the May 24, 2022, concerns be 
addressed, and that given the essentially identical project represented to you for this August 23, 
2022, hearing, that you again to not affirm support for the SCEA process and to not approve this 
project, or at the very least continue this project once again with additional conditions or for 
redesign of a project appropriate for this most-historic parcel. 
 
We stand ready as always to work for a better environmental process and an appropriate and 
respectful project at this most-historic site. We remain willing to continue to work with G&K on the 
full range of project concerns and scope. 
 
 
 
 
Mike Salazar, Architect, for the 
Castle Green Homeowners Association 
 
Under Separate Cover: 1) Failed Courtyard Illustration, 2) Traffic and Preservation Impacts, 
3) False Claims of Completing the 1903 Concept. 
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